Date
(Wednesday)

4/10/17

Masterclass &
Workshops

Revision List

Target 7-9. An
overview of what will be
required.

P.28-29 Create a diagram of the Four Humours. Explain how it
works.
Create a Top Trump card of Hippocrates. Note down how he
changed medicine.
P.38 Use the diagram to create a Top Trump of Galen

11/10/17

18/10/17

Create a table of the two alliances. Add details of the years they
joined and who with. Explain what effect this had on european
relationships.
Workshop - What can
we learn from sources?
Q1 Conflict and
Tension.

P.62-62 Create a comparison table of Christian v Islam. Write an
explanation as to which helped medicine the most.

25/10/17
HALF
TERM

Create a two sided revision card for the Moroccan Crisis. One on
each side. Explain for each what effect it had on international
relationships.

01/11/17

P.59 Use the table to create a mindmap of medieval treatments.
Include reasons that people used for explaining illness.

08/11/17

Workshop - Dealing
with the source

15/11/17

22/11/17

Create a revision card for the Balkan Crisis. Explain in detail
what happened and the effect it had on international
relationships.
P.70-71 Create an outline of a doctor and fill in with an
explanation how doctors and surgeons (physicians) diagnosed
illness and what methods they could do to treat people.

Masterclass - Causes
of WW1

Create a brief revision card timeline of relations between Serbia
and Austria-Hungary from 1900 onwards. How would you judge
their relationship?

29/11/17
WEEK OFF

P.56-57 Create a revision card to summarise explanations for
the CAUSES/TREATMENTS of black death

06/12/17

Mindmap of assassination details, the Austrian ultimatum and an
explanation of the effect of the assassination on relationships.

13/12/17

Workshop - Creating
test cards for
individuals.

Revision card of July crisis. Key dates and who did what

20/12/17

P.86-91 Create Top Trump cards for Vesalius, Pare, Harvey,
Hunter. Concentrate on their achievements. Write a summary for
each on the impact they had had on medicine.

27/12/17

Draw a map to explain the schlieffen plan. Add an explanation of
why it failed. Why did the failure create stalemate? Battle of the
Marne

CHRISTMAS

03/01/18

Top Trump cards for the claimants and assessment of each
claimant's ‘claim’ - positives and negatives.

CHRISTMAS

10/01/18

Workshop - Writing
level 4 explanations for

P.68 Create your own diagram to show explanations for disease

Q2 Conflict & Tension
17/01/18

24/01/18

Fulford, Stamford Bridge and Hastings - What happened and
why? Anglo-Saxon v Norman tactics and soldiers. Comparison
table.
Masterclass - Disease
and vaccination

31/01/18
07/02/18

Timeline for William establishing control. What did he do?
Revision cards for each major rebellion. Method of dealing with
it.
Mindmap of technology. What was it? When was it used? How
effective? Grade the success of each type.

Workshop - Dealing
with Q4 Conflict and
Tension.

Feudal structure diagram with numbers of people and their
different roles.Changes to nobility under William inc. laws of
inheritance.

14/02/18
HALF
TERM
21/02/18
28/02/18

Complete Key Battle card for Somme and Verdun.
Who fought? Why? When? Overall success?
Masterclass - surgery

Types of court - who ran them and how often?
Types of punishments. Changes from Anglo-Saxon times?

Masterclass - Battles of
WW1

P.96-97 Create a list of explanations for the Great Plague and
methods used to prevent it.
Explain whether there had been any improvement since the
Black Death.

07/03/18
14/03/18

21/03/18
28/03/18

Changes in Town and Village Life. Role of agriculture and yearly
cycle. Impact of Forest Law. Growth of towns and trade.
Workshop - planning
and structuring a
FACTOR answer

P.109 Create a Top Trump for Edward Jenner. List his method
and achievements.
Mindmap of opposition reasons

5/4/18
EASTER
12/4/18
EASTER

Key Battle card for Gallipoli, Jutland, War at Sea.

19/4/18

P.126 Create a Top Trump card for Alexander Fleming. Explain
why some people think he is NOT important.

26/4/18

P.151 Create a Top Trump of John Snow. Explain how he
‘proved’ the source of cholera. Why was it difficult to convince
people?

03/05/18

Spring Offensive v Hundred Days Offensive. Who? What?
Where? When?

10/05/18

Revision card of the problems with the Church.
Revision card with the changes made to the church.
Relationship between church, King and the Pope.

17/05/18

Write an explanation in your own words on a revision card as to

why the Germ Theory 1861 is so important.
24/05/18
31/05/18
HALF
TERM

EXAM
PAPER 1 &
2

P118-119 Create Top Trump cards for Louis Pasteur, Robert
Koch. Make as note of their successes.
P.171 Create a Top Trump of James Simpson and Joseph
Lister. Explain why their surgical developments were so
important.

